COMPANY FACT SHEET
Advancing the world of Cyber Security

Our Mission

Our Vision

At Cyberfort Software Inc., we are working hard
to strenghten the cybersecurity of companies and
digital end-users by focusing on innovative
practices such as Content Filtering and Ad-Blocking.

A digital future where everyone, from individuals to
global corporations, can enjoy free access to data and
the sharing of private information without fear of
malicious attacks robbing them of privacy and security.

Answering the need
for Cybersecurity

Developing & Acquiring
New Technologies

Protecting Organizations
& Individuals

As the world grows ever more
interconnected, so does our
potential for vulnerability to
attacks on a variety of devices.

We are committed to staying
one step ahead to develop
cybersecurity solutions that are
smart, simple and efficient.

Cyberthreats costs increase
every year. From Fortune 100
companies to families, nobody
is safe from increasingly
sophisticated attacks such as:

•
•
•
•

Mobile devices
Desktops / laptops
Wearable technology
Wireless networks

•
•
•
•

IT security
Content filtering
Ad blocking
Tracking blocking

•
•
•
•

Cybersecurity Market Annual Forecast

Malvertising
Phishing
DDOS
Backdoor attacks

of organizat ions report
having been comprom ised
by a successful cyberattack
in the past 12 m onths.
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The estimated number of
cyber-att acks per week:

122,000

Each year, cybercrime costs
the global economy

0.5 trillion.
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Technology & Solutions
To fulfill its company vision,
in 2016 Cyberfort began a
policy of acquiring new
cybersecurity IPs, starting
with Vivio, a pioneering AIdriven ad-blocking app for
Mac, iPhone and iPad.

• Serving 10K users
• Mac OS & iOS 10
• Improves security
• Ad-blocking
• Privacy protection
• Saves 38% data
traffic
• Reduces load by 58%
• 30% faster browsing
• Content filtering
• Blocks tracking

Innovation for Enterprises

Focusing on the
Future

As Cyberfort continues to innovate, the Vivio suite will evolve to add:

Under Cyberfort’s guidance, the
Vivio team intends to leverage the
current user base as a sandbox for
enterprise development. It will test
and optimize future incremental
developments targeted for an
enterprise suite of tools whose
technological improvements.

• Cloud based management
suite to enable employee’s
visibility on device usage,
browsing and a range of
analytical tools

• API to integrate into existing
mobile enterprise management
companies, enable Vivio to
become their proprietary ad
blocking engine

• Cloud based enterprise
management suite to send users
ad blocking applications and
monitoring/analytic solutions

• Url blocking with optimizable
preferences on a company basis
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Fast facts
CEO
Daniel Cattlin
Corporate Development Officer
Greg Drazenovic

History
Formerly Patriot Berry Farms, inc.
the company became Cyberfort
Sofwtare Inc. under CEO Daniel
Cattlin to answer a growing demand
for cybersecurity from personal
users and enterprises.
It began purchasing new cybersecurity IPs while conducting an
aggressive recruitment campaign
that saw the it hire talent from a
variety of cybersecurity and IT
development organizations.

Cyberfort Location
Company headquarters: San
Francisco, CA
Website Address
http://www.cyberfortsoftware.com
Business
Cybersecurity
Content Filtering Ad-Blocking
technology
Market Group
OTCQB
Ticker
PBFI

